Elekta provides solutions for advanced treatments in neurosurgery and radiation oncology

Providing Flexible Clinical Solutions

Building on its strength in the precise delivery of radiation and 3-D spatial referencing, Elekta provides a unique path from conventional radiotherapy, through linear accelerator based conformal and stereotactic treatments, to the Leksell Gamma Knife for radiosurgery.

Elekta is a world-leading international provider of advanced and efficient medical technology and treatment solutions to benefit the patient, the physician and society.

Precision is everything
Presenting a Diode Laser with a new profile!

We would like to introduce you to the world's most versatile Patient Alignment Diode Laser - the PROBE+. Our new design makes installation faster and fine focus adjustments easier than ever. The new wide-view turret profile allows you the flexibility to mount it in the most challenging room layouts - especially on angled walls! These features, combined with our precision optics and variable light intensity, make the PROBE+ the perfect solution to meet all your clinical needs.

For a demonstration of the NEW Gammex Diode Laser, Visit our Booth #7750 at the 1999 RSNA McCormick Place, Chicago, IL - Nov. 28-Dec. 2.

For more information about Gammex Lasers call our sales professionals today at 1-800-GAMMEX 1 e-mail us at sales@gammex.com or visit our web page at www.gammex.com

INNOVATIONS in Laser Alignment
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Fax: (44) 0115-969-0344

e-mail: gammex.rmi@compuserve.com
NEW Styro•former® Power Lift LT
A Fresh Cut on a World-Proven Favorite

Our newest Styro•former® shielding block mold cutter combines fresh features with the precision accuracy of a world-proven, industry favorite.
• Panel mounted motor drive controls provide quick height adjustments.
• Position measurements are easily read directly from the vertical column.
• Easily adjustable thumb screws allow quick cutting wire changes.
• Convenient storage bin holds up to three tracing tips.

Styro•former Power Lift LT uses the same rigid box frame and nichrome cutting wire that have made Styro•former the world's most popular block cutter. This proven design ensures that the cutting wire is precisely aligned with the source point and block tray. Styro•former offers the features you need at the price you want. Call today for a fresh look at a quality leader.

HUESTISMEDICAL
Styro•former® • Compu•former® • Compu•cutter® • Huesis•Cascade N™ Simulator
Flex•holder® • Flex•board® • Bite•block® • Collimators • Radiation Therapy Accessories

Huestis Medical, 68 Buttonwood Street, P.O. Box 716, Bristol, Rhode Island 02809-0716 USA
Phone: 401 253-5500 • 800 972-9222 • Fax 401 253-7350 • www.huestismedical.com
MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS

for patient positioning and custom blocking to meet today's treatment challenges for accurate, repeatable setup and delivery.

Custom Blocking

Head and Neck fixation
Accurate, reproducible positioning and immobilization for irradiation of tumors in the head and neck region is particularly important. MED-TEC offers a variety of solutions to meet these treatment challenges. Our thermoplastic-based systems come in a variety of models, including standard, small, large, and limited external beam and implant systems. The FIT FIT system for live CT and MRI imaging sets in treatment planning and delivery, and our exclusive 3D Lason carbon fiber arm and plastic stabilization for enhanced fixation.

Breast and Thoracontouring
Choose from our broad offering of breastboards, wing boards, arm positioners, vacuum cushions, and more to create a comfortable position for those undergoing treatment for breast, thorax, and upper abdomen.

Drop & Mold system
The new "shape and mold" system is designed for use with any style of the thermoplastic; a precise mold for head fixation. Can also be used with a head stabilization for additional rotational stability.

Positioning lasers
MED-TEC's "Sinus" and "Apex" lasers are designed with high precision, dependable optics systems for bony, sharp line, fine sub-millimeter horizontal and vertical adjustments. The "Sinus" laser is true advance with a green beam, in addition to our standard red.

Dentistry foam and avoiding ally
MED-TEC offers custom-ordered foam and avoiding ally that is precise, comfortable, and customizable for your specific needs. Contact Medtec for more information.

Guaranteed lowest prices on radiotherapy consumables.

Contact us for a FREE copy of our new Radiation Oncology Sourcebook – a comprehensive catalog of radiotherapy products and services.

Visit our Internet web site at www.medtec.com and register for special pricing and on-line ordering.

MED-TEC
PO BOX 320 ORANGE CITY, IOWA 51041 U.S.A.
U.S. 800.280.2183 phone 712.737.8688 fax 712.737.8654 www.medtec.com
YOUR COMPLETE SOURCE
for quality assurance, dosimetry, alignment, and LDR brachytherapy equipment and accessories

Contact us for a FREE copy of our new Radiation Oncology Sourcebook – a comprehensive catalog of radiotherapy products and services.

Visit our Internet web site at www.medtec.com and register for special pricing and on-line ordering.

PO BOX 320, ORANGE CITY, IOWA 51041 U.S.A.
U.S. 800.280.2183 phone 712.737.8688 fax 712.737.8654 www.medtec.com
3D Portable Realtime Dosimetry System

- U-Frame beam scanner with no metal or super structure above the probe assures faithful reproduction of scatter component
- Dual channel electrometer with wide dynamic range, controlled digital integration and threshold start/stop sampling modes
- Unobstructed access to water surface permits accurate measurement below the cone (no correction for plastic/water medium interface required)
- Fast and precise measurement of depth data and beam profiles, as well as field-size dependent factors (i.e., output, collimator, wedge, phantom scatter)
- Waterphantom size and weight permit direct use of couch as phantom pedestal
- Contact your local Multidata oncology products supplier for details.

MULTIDATA SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL CORP.
Internet: www.multidata-systems.com • Phone: 1 (314) 968-6880 • Fax: 1 (314) 968-6443
1 + 1 = 1

DON'T PURCHASE A PATIENT DOSE MONITOR OR LINEAR ACCELERATOR DAILY CHECK DEVICE UNTIL YOU CONSIDER THE VERIPOSE PDMQC.

Plus

Equals

For only $4,790.00, you get a full-feature 5-channel patient dose monitor and daily check device that out-performs any other system in its class. That's two products for the price of one!

Microsoft Windows™ Excel add-in software is a standard feature of the PDMQC, so you get on-demand precision patient dose data plus quick, efficient performance evaluation of radiotherapy equipment. Recordkeeping is simplified with PDMQC, because customized patient dose data reports and quality control data, including trending graphs, can be generated for documentation.

To place an order or find out how you can get two precision radiotherapy products for the price of one,

Call Toll-Free 1-888-466-8237 or 516-741-8360,
E-Mail: sales@nucl.com.

NUCLEAR ASSOCIATES
An Isovation Company
500 Voice Road, Carle Place, NY 11514-0349 USA
1-888-466-8237 (USA) / 516-741-8360 / FAX: 516-741-5414
E-Mail: sales@nucl.com
Shielding Products from

REACTOR EXPERIMENTS

- Neutron and Gamma Shielding
- Portable Shields for Hospitals
- Radionuclide Carriers

Our borated polyethylene is available in slabs, panels, bricks, pellets, putty, powder, and casks.

Custom orders accepted—give us your composition and configuration requirements.

REACTOR EXPERIMENTS
1275 Hammerwood Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94089
Phone: (408) 745-6770  Fax: (408) 745-6775  www.nnc-usa.com
Moving at the speed of life.

Siemens. For over 100 years we've defined radiation oncology with the world's most innovative solutions. Solutions that can be tailored to meet the needs of everyone involved—from large medical centers to community clinics. And, which allow you to provide superior treatment without sacrificing speed and efficiency. Because improving productivity is improving lives. Visit us online at www.sms.siemens.com/ocsig.

Advancing the Art of Oncology Care.
Prostate Brachytherapy
Seed Handling and Loading Instruments • Fast with Minimal Exposure

NEW SeedVac™
- Fast loading of needles and cartridges, loads 2-3 needles or cartridges per minute
- Significantly reduces exposure
- Verify sequence prior to placing seeds into needles
- Loads 90Y RAPID Strand into needles

NEW Needle Loading Platform and Shield
- Convenient workstation for loading seeds
- Excellent shielding
- Needles conveniently positioned for autoradiograph

Seed Slider™
- Horizontal loading method, eliminates risk of dropping seeds
- Radiation protection, all seeds are stored in Seed Stenilization and Sorting Tray until accessed as needed
- Verify sequence prior to sliding seeds into needles
I'm recommending Varian's SmartSeed™ temporary implant for your prostate treatment.

Smart! Affordable! Effective!

No patient wants to hear there's a waiting period for implant seeds. Or worry about seed migration, or residual radiation. That's why Varian developed the smart alternative – VariSource HDR brachytherapy. It's effective, affordable and available on demand.

Smart – because SmartSeed HDR brachytherapy delivers conformal radiation directly to the target, and allows the dosimetrist to plan dose distribution before treatment begins.

Affordable – because brachytherapy procedure costs are a fraction of those for seed implants, and Varian's lease, rental and pay per treatment programs ensure a low-risk investment.

Effective – because HDR brachytherapy is an aggressive approach that allows optimum conformity while eliminating the risk of staff or public exposure to radiation.

Varian is the recognized leader in radiation therapy. Choosing Varian means gaining access to the broadest range of oncology products available from a single supplier.

Call 1-800-544-4636 for a FREE VIDEO on VariSource SmartSeed – the smart choice.

VARIAN medical systems